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MEMORANDUM 

Date: 17 June 2015 

To: 

Cc: 

From: 

Drew Wallace - President, SAISSA 

Bill Moore - SAISSA 

Albert E. Browder, Ph.J1~J'f" 
Senior Engineer ~ v '/ 

olsen 
associates, Inc . 
Coastal Engineering 

Re: OA1 Task Order #13 CM-1852: Phase I Field Marine Geotechnical Investigation 
Revision #1: Change in Field Work Scope 

Attached please find a revised Scope of Work for Task Order # 13 for Nassau County 
Contract CM-1852. The revision represents a no-cost Change Order to the scope of work for the 
Task, based upon updated guidance from the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM). 

The original scope of work of Task Order # 13 included collection of supplemental 
bathymetric and sub-bottom sonar data to describe limited areas of the seabed in both State and 
Federal waters off Amelia Island, Nassau County, FL. The intent was to follow this work with a 
subsequent Task Order to collect a limited number of investigative sediment Vibracores in the 
same areas to complete the analyses of those seabed features. Upon review of our draft Notice of 
Scientific Research and Scope of Work, BOEM personnel have indicated that the existing sub
bottom profile data, collected by the Florida Geologic Survey, will be adequate to allow for the 
collection of a limited number of sediment Vibracores in the area of interest. 

Given this opportunity, and the fact that ultimately it will be necessary to collect 
Vibracores to truly evaluate the nature of the sediments in those areas, we propose to alter the 
original Scope of Work to delete the tasks associated with bathymetric and sonar sub-bottom 
profile data collection, and replace the field work components with the collection of a limited 
number of shallow seabed Vibracores (6-7m penetration depth). 

Thank you. 

Att.: Exhibit A (Rev. 1) - Scope of Work 

olsen associa tes, inc . I 2618 Herschel Street I Jacksonville , FL 32204 I 904.387.6114 I FAX 904.384.7368 

www .o lsen -associates . com 
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Overview 

SCOPE OF WORK (Rev. 1) 

Phase I Field Marine Geotechnical Investiga tion for 
Offshore Geologic Model Verification 

South Amelia Island Shore Stabilization Project 

FDEP Grant 14NA1- Taste 2.2 

17 June 2015 (Rev. 1) 

The South Amelia Island Shore Stabi lization Association (SAISSA) manages 3.0 miles of the 
Atlantic Ocean shorel ine on the south end of Amelia Island, FL, on behalf of Nassau County, FL, through 
the SAIS-Municipal Services Benefit Uni t (SA IS-MSBU). SAISSA partners with the Florida Park 
Service on behalf of Amelia Island State Park for the adjacent 0.5 miles of Atlanti c Ocean shoreline at the 
tip of the island to coordinate the care of both shoreline segments. The management of the overall South 
Ameli a Island Shore Stabilization Project (FDEP R-59 to R-79) is predicated on a program of 
comprehensive beach nourishment, supplemented with strategic structural stabilization at the southern tip 
of the island (Figure 1). The project was initially restored via beach nourishment in 1994, and was 
subsequently reno uri shed in 2002. A stabilizing I ,600-ft terminal groin and 285-ft detached rock 
breakwater were constructed to stabilize the south end of the project limits in 2005. The project was last 
renourished in 20 I I. Plans are ongoing for the next renourishment, presently scheduled for 2019 or 2020. 
In that regard, the proposed Task relates to the identification of the nearshore geology off Nassau County, 
FL, with the ultimate purpose of supporting the development of borrow areas containing beach 
compatible sands. 

The purpose of the proposed task is to acquire supplemental shallow seabed sed iment Vibracores 
to describe limited areas of the seabed in Federal waters off Amelia Island, Nassau County, FL. These 
areas are proposed for investigation to advance prior research by the Florida Geologic Survey (Phelps et 
at, 2007), and Scientific Environmental Applications, Inc. (SEA, 2009), in order to improve the 
understanding of the marine geological model for the area. These data are needed to evaluate the potential 
of these areas to contain beach-compatible sand for upcoming SAISSA nouri shment projects. Consultant 
tasks include the development of the field test plan, submittal of a Notice of Scientific Research to the 
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM), management of subcontractor activities, and final 
synthesis and reporting of results. Specific subcontractor efforts include the collection of a limited 
number of sediment Vibracores (I 2-13) in areas to complement similar data collected by Phelps et at. 
(2007), to attempt to validate the findings of the research and further refine the geologic model for the 
area. 

South Amelia Island Shore Stabilization Project 
Phase I M arine Geotechnical Field Investigation 

o lsen associates, inc. 
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EASTING (FT. NA083) 

Figure I - Location map- South Amelia Is land and adjacent bathymetry. 

South Amelia Island Shore Stabilization Project 
Phase I M arine Geotechnical Field Investigation 
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Tnsk 2.2 - Phase I Field Marine Geological Investigation 

Description 

Numerous investigators have studied the State and Federal waters offNassau County, FL, 
elating back to the 1960's and 1970's ICONS studies. Most recently, the Florida Geological 
Survey (Dan Phelps, principal investigator) took several Vibracores and conducted sonar sub
bottom profiling to develop a geologic model of the seabed in federal waters off Amelia Island 
(Figure 2). That geologic model describes a prediction of the morphology of the river channel 
system that existed in the area during lower stands of sea level. Based upon the sub-bottom 
records and the available Vibracores, Phelps identified predicted channel locations, now-infilled 
or buried with the higher current level of the ocean. These in-filled channels are typically 
characterized by finer sediments (i.e. siltier, muddier, etc.) which would not be suitable for beach 
nourishment. 

In a followup discussion of the FGS/Phelps geologic model, Dr. Gary Zarillo opined that 
the shoal and ridge features adjacent to these infilled channels would be more likely sources of 
coarser, reworked beach sediments, similar to ebb shoal sediments or re\vorked nearshore beach 
sediments. The initial ICONS study identified several areas matching this potential description, 
labeled as "B" shoals in those early reports . Referring to Figure 2, these "B" shoal features 
close to the present-day shoreline have never been directly sampled. Previous investigators have 
taken cores either in the bathymetric lows adjacent to the "B" shoals (e .g. the ICONS cores), or 
in areas of suspected in-filled channels (the FGS/Phelps cores closer to shore). 

The primary objective of the current task is to fill out the geologic model proposed by 
FGS/Phelps to evaluate the sediments along some of the ICONS "B" shoals and the nearshore 
ridge features AWAY FROM the in filled channels, testing the theory of Zarillo that such areas 
may contain coarser, re-worked beach sediments. These features lie in Federal waters just 
outside the 3-mile State/Federal boundary. As such, correspondence with the Bureau of Ocean 
Energy Management (BOEM) is required to conduct scientific research in those areas. 

A secondary objective of the field effort is to acquire a limited number of Vibracore 
samples upon the ebb shoal of Nassau Sound (likely on the Nassau County side, landward of the 
previous borrow areas) to test the nature of the sediments lying landward of the prior borrow 
areas and/or along the northemmost of the natural channels running through the Sound. 

Subtask A: Project Management, BOEM coordination, final reporting 

Consultant shall coordinate the subconsultant activities associated with Subtask B and 
shall establish the overall field test plan. Consultant shall prepare and submit a Notice of 
Scientific Research to BOEM and shall respond to any Requests for Additional lnformation 

South Amelia Island Shore Stabilization Project 
Phase I Marine Geotechnical Field Investigation 

3 olsen associates, Inc. 
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(RAis) that may be generated by BOEM. A BOEM requirement to qualify fo r the simpler 
Notice of Scientific Research permission is the submittal of the collected data to the public, 
including BOEM, the FDEP (via the ROSS database), and SATSSA. Consultant shall prepare a 
brief report of findings and shall coordinate the submittal of the collected data and report to these 
agencies (in the appropriate electronic formats). 

Deliverable A: Hardcopy and electronic versrons of BOEM Not ice of Scientific 
Research and Concurrence Letter, RA I correspondence, brief report of findings. 

Tota l Cost: $ 13,300.00 (approx.) 

Subtask B: Shallow seabed Vibracore collection 

Shallow seabed Vibracore collection 
Through a qualified marine subconsultant, it is proposed to collect as many as 12 or 13 sed iment 

Vibracores in selected areas of the 'B' shoal areas and in the vicinity of the previous project borrow areas 
at Nassau Sound. Vibracores will consist of three-inch galvanized steel tubes, vibrated into the seabed for 
approximately 20 feet (or to refusal) to extract the sample sediments in the upper seabed. The cores are 
acq uired from a 35-ft open-deck pontoon boat. The Vibracores will be analyzed by a profess ional 
geologist, who will slice the tubes longitudinally to photograph and prepare a geologic log to describe the 
vertical distributi on of sediments within the core, before collecting samples of the sediments within the 
various strata of the core. Samples will be analyzed for grain size distribution, shell content (carbonate 
content), color, and fines content. 

Deliverable B: Map product of results, brief report of findings, hardcopy and electronic 
data submittal, including PDF and giNT formats consistent with the FDEP ROSS database. 

Total Cost: $36,700.00 (approx.) 

South Amelia Island Shore Stabilization Project 
Phase I Marine Geotechnical Field Investigation 
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EASTING (FT, NA083) 

Figure 2 Compilation of available geotechnical data, and predicted buried channel locations from the 

geologic model of FGS/Phelps. Areas in green represent " A&B" shoals identified in the ICONS study. 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: SAISSA Trustees 

FROM: Bill Moore pv 
CC: AI Browder 

DATE: May 6, 2015 

RE: No Cost Change Order -Task Order #13 (Agenda Item V.C.) 

Following the February Trustee meeting, A $50,000 budget Amendment and Task Order 1113 (Phase I Field 

Geotechnical Investigation for Offshore Geologic Model Verification) for Olsen Associates were subsequently 

submitted and approved by the Nassau County Board of County Commissioners {See attached). 

Olsen Associates (OA) proposes to revise the Scope of Work related to Task Order# 13, based upon updated 

guidance from the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM). No change is proposed to the fee associated 

wjth the Task Order. 

The original purpose of Task Order #13 was to collect supplemental bathymetric and sub-bottom sonar data to 

describe limited areas of the seabed In both State and Federal waters off Amelia Island, Nassau County, FL. The 

Intent was to then follow this work with a subsequent Task Order to perform additional field work to collect a 

limited number of investigative sediment Vlbracores in the same areas to complete the analyses of those seabed 

features. 

Upon review of our draft Notice of Scientific Research and Scope of Work, BOEM personnel have indicated that the 

existing sub-bottom profile data, collected by the Florida Geologic Survey, will be adequate to allow for the 

collection of a limited number of sediment Vlbracores in the area of interest. 

Given this opportunity, and the fact that ultimately it will be necessary to collect Vlbracores to evaluate the nature 

of the sediments in those areas, Olsen Associates proposes to alter the original Scope of Work to delete the tasks 

associated with bathymetric and sonar sub-bottom profile data collection, and replace the field work components 

with the collection of a limited number of shallow seabed {6-7m penetration depth) Vlbracores. OA believe this 

can be accomplished without an adjustment In Task Order fee (due to the per-Vibracore and per-sample nature of 

a portion of the field work and subsequent laboratory analyses). 

With the Board's concurrence, and a finalized approval of this plan from BOEM, we will submit a revised Scope of 

Work and a No Cost Change Order to Task Order #13 for County approval. AI Browder, who has been handling the 

negotiations with BOEM, will provide an update on this evolving issue at the Board meeting. 

Recommend Motion: 

1. Recommend BOCC approval of No Cost Change Order to Task Order 1113. 



To: Olsen Associates, Inc. 
2618 Herschel St. 
Jacksonville, FL 32204 

NASSAU COUNTY- SAISSA 
Task Order Memorandum 

Contract CM1852 

Date: 
Contract: 
Requet~t Made By: 
Request Received By: 
Task Order No: 

25 February 2015 
Coastal Engineering 
SAISSA 
Albert E. Browder, Ph.D., P.E. 
CM 1852-TO #13 

Task Order: Phase I Field Geotechnical Investigation for Offshore C'reologic Model Verification 
South Amelia Island Shore Stabilization Project 

The Consullant, aided by qualified subcontractor.<, shall collect supplemental bathymetric and sub-bottom 
sona.r data to describe limited orons of the seabed in OOtl\ State e.nd Federal wati...>N off Amelia Islillld, Nas:«:~.u Cow'lty, 
FL. Titcsc areas are proposed !Or inv(::)tigatiun to udvamx pnur 1\."Sc.:'dn:h by the Florida Geologic Surv~y. Scientific 
Environmc11tal Applications, Inc., and OAI to improve the unden<tanding oftl1c marine geological model for the area. 
These data are needed to evaluate the potential of UJCsc areas to contain hcach-crunpatihlc sand for upcoming 
SAlSSA nourishment projects. Consultanllll.,ks include the devclopmenl of the Jidd le:st plan, submlual of a Notice 
of Scientific Re-search to the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM), management of subcontractor 
activities, and final synthems and reporting of results. Specific subcontractor efforts include an cxpan,ion of the 
hydrographic surveying component authorized under Task Order CM 1852-TO #12, collcclion of suh-P\ll!om sonar 
data acn'~"- lhcsc same offshore area!'. and the "Ynthe"t\<.1.. (\r lhc':le ro\\e1-'.t(,.'IJ. data. tnc\ud\ng lhc fonnuta.t\on of a larger
scale Phase II Field Geotechnical Investigation. These Services arc potentially eligible for State cost-sharing, 
pending FDEP approval. 

Subtask A Project Management, BOEM Coordination, Final Reporting 
Subtask B Bathymetric Data Collection 
Sub task C Sub-bottom Sonar Data Collection and Analysis 

TOTAL 

Olsen Associates, Inc. SAISSA 

$ 11,300.00 
$ 7,800.00 
$30,900.00 
$50,000.00 

Albert E. Browder. Ph.D., P.E. Mr. Drew Wallace. SAISSA President 

Date: 5 August 2014 

Attcs.l to .. Chair tJj 
Sign~l?#.trc / /), 

,/ ijl:(~ 
/ . ' 

. ~I A. Crawford 
/ '/.. s: Ex-Oniclo Clerk • 

Date: 3 -.;<5"- Jo 
Date: 

Date: 1 k /2-" I,, 
Nassau Co~~f 
Comml~lo~~ 

Pat Edwards 
Its: Chair 

Date: 

Dote: 

3-23-15 
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SCOPE OF WORK 

Phase I Field Marine (rl,otel:bnitallnve;;tigation for 

OffJhore Geologie Model Verifitatlon 
South Amelia Island Shore Stabilization Pro jed. 

FDEP Grant 14NA1-Tllllk 2.1 

25 February 2015 

The South Amelia Island Shore Stabilization Association (SAISSA) manages 3,0 miles of the 
Atlantic Ocean shoreiJne on the south eod of Amelia Island, I'L, on bel1alf of Nassau County, FL, through 
the SAIS·Mnuicipal Services Benefit Unit (SAIS-MSBU). SAlSSA partners with the Florida Park 
Service ou behalf of Amelia Island State Park for the adjacent 0.5 miles of Atlantic Ocean shoreline at the 
tio oftho island to coordinate tlte care ofhoth sltm:ellne se<tmenl•. '11w manllltement of the overall South 
Amelia Island Shore Stabilization Project (FDEP R-59 to R-79) is predicated on a program of 
comprehensive beach nourishment, supplemented with strategic structural stabilization at the southern tip 
of the island (Figure 1). The project was Initially restored via beach nourishment in 1994, and was 
subsequenlly renourished in 2002. A stabilizing 1,600-ft terminal groin and 285-ft detached rock 
breakwater were constructed to stabilize the south end of the project limits in 2005. The project was last 
rcnourished in 2011. Plans are ODRoinR for the next tenourishment. presently scheduled for 2019 or 2020. 
In that regan!, the proposed Task relates to the identification of the neaxshore geology off Nassau County, 
FL, with tho ultimate purpose of supporting the development of borrow areas containing beach 
compatible sQIIds. 

The purpose of the proposed task is to collect collect supplemental bathymetric and sub· bottom 
sonar data to deseribe limited areas of tbe Mabed in both Sta!G &ld Federal waten1 off Amelio IBII!lld, 
Nassau County, JlL. These areas are proposed for mvesllgat10n to advance prior research by the Florida 
Geologic Survey, Scientific Environmental Applicatiom, Inc., and OAI to improve the understanding of 
tho marino geologioalmodel for the area. These dsla are needed to evalusla tbe potential of tbese areaa ro 
contain beach-compatible sand for upcoming SAISSA nourishment projec!S. Consultant tasks include the 
development of the field test plan, submittal of a Notice of Scientific Research to the Bureau of Ocean 
Flru!rgy Msru!gement (BOEM), m~n1 of aubcDntrsctor activitieA, mul final aynflwaia mul reporting 
of results. Specltlc suuconrracror cuons mcmae an expans1011 ot Ule ny<lfllgrapliic surveyfug component 
authorized under Task Order CM 1852-TO #12, collection of sub-bottom sonar data across these same 
offshore areas, and ll1e synthesis of theso colleoted data, including tho fonnulation of a larger-scale Phase 
II Field Geotechnical Investigation. 

~ An'fifflia lsft;tA'i :.:r,.:;,~,::. f.."..';;_;:';i!'2':_-,_,~·:,_; ;·~ -:f'.,;:..~· 

PhtJs<> I Marino Geotechnical Re/dlnvosifgafion 
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Figure I -Location mnp -·South Amelia lslmd and adjacent bathymetry. 
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T!lsk 2.2 • Ph!Ue I Field Marine Gcolo!!ltallnygtiru!lion 

Desuintion 

Numerous investigators have studied the State and Federal waters off Nassau County, FL, 
dating back to the 1960's and 1970's ICONS studies. Most recently, the Florida Geological 
Survey (Dan Phelps, principal investigator) took several Vibracores and conducted sonar sub
bottom profiling to develop a geologic model of the seabed in Federal waters off Amelia Island 
(Figure 2). That geologic model describes a prediction of the morphology of the river channel 
system that existed in the area during lower stands of sea level. Based upon the sub-bottom 
records and the available Vibracores, Phelps identified predicted channel locations, now-infilled 
or buried with the higher current level of the ocean. These in-filled channels are typically 
characterized by finer sediments (i.e. siltier, muddier, etc.) which would not be suitable for beach 
nourishment. 

In a followup discussion of the FGS/Phelps geologic model, Dr. Gary Zarillo opined that 
the shoal and ridge features adjacent to these infilled channels would be more likely sources of 
coarser, reworked beach sediments, similar to ebb shoal sediments or reworked nearshore beach 
sediments. The initial ICONS study identified several areas matching this potential description, 
labeled as "B" shoals in those early reports. Referring to Figure 2, these "B" shoal features 
close to the present-day shoreline have never been directly sampled. Previous investigators have 
taken cores either in the bathymetric lows adjacent to the "B" shoals (e.g. the ICONS cores), or 
in areas of suspected in-filled channels (the FGS/Phelps cores closer to shore). 

The objective of the current task is to fill out the geologic model proposed by FGS/Phelps 
to evaluate the sediments along some of the ICONS "B" shoals and the nearshore ridge features 
AWAY FROM the infilled channels, testing the theory of Zarillo that such areas may contain 
coarser, re-worked beach sediments. These features lie in Federal waters just outside the 3-mile 
State/Federal boundary. As sue!~ correspondence with the Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management (BOEM) is required to conduct scientific research in those areas. 

Future work to be conducted from the results of this scientific research task will include 
limited probing of the selected shoal areas by Vibracore (under separate Task Order) to verify 
sediment characteristics, and if found to be warranted, the future development of borrow areas 
for beach nourishment. 

Subtask A: Project Management, BOEM coordination, final reporting 

Consultant shall coordinate all activities of subcollSultants associated with Subtasks B 
and C and shall establish the overall field test plan. Consultant shall prepare and submit a Notice 
of Scientific Research to BOEM and shall respond to any Requests for Additional Information 

South Amelia Island Shore StabHization Project 
Phase I Marine Cleotechnica/ Reid Investigation 
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(RAJs) that may be generated by BOEM. A BOEM requirement to qualify for the simpler 
Notice of Scientific Research permission is the submittal of the collected data to the public, 
including BOEM, the FDEP (via the ROSS database), and SAISSA. Consultant shall prepare a 
brief report of findings and shall coordinate the submittal of the collected data and report to these 
agencies (in the appropriate electronic formats). 

Deliverable A: Final report of findings, electronic data submittal to Client and agencies. 
Total Cost: $11,300.00 

Subtask B: Updated hydrographic data collection 

Consultant shall coordinate the collection of updated controlled hydrographic survey data 
for selected areas associated with the ICONS ~B" shoals and nearshore ridge features of interest. 
These data shall be used to update or calibrate the bathymetry shown in Figures I and 2, which 
were collected by NOAA in the 1970s. The new data will provide increased detail in the vicinity 
of the areas of interest. Task includes three days of data acquisition, up to approximately 60 line 
miles of single-beam survey data. Data shall be collected by a Certified Hydrographic Surveyor 
(subconsultant), and shall be referenced to the local horizontal and vertical datums (NAD83, 
State Plane Coordinates, FL East Zone, and NA VD88, all units in feet). 

Deliverable B: Map product of results, electronic data submittal 
Total Cost: $7,800.00 

Subtask C: Supplemental sub-bottom sonar pt•ofiling 

Consultant shall coordinate the collection of high-resolution sub-bottom sonar profile 
data across the selected areas associated with the "B" shoals and nearshore ridge features of 
interest. The focus shall be on the upper 20 to 30 ft of sediment in these selected areas. Up to 
three days of field data collection are planned. These data will be used to compare the sonar 
records of the sediments in these target shoal features to those in the bathymetric lows and in the 
infilled channel areas (Fi211re 2), with the objective of identirying areas of potentially coarse 
reworked clean sands. A geological subconsultant, Dr. Gary Zarillo, will lead the field data 
collection and will interpret the sonar results. Field work consists of conducting survey transects 
with an EdgeTech SB-512i X·Star Su!J..bottom Profiler System. 

Deliverable C: Interpretive report from subconsultant, electronic submittal of sonar sub
belt om profile imagery (additional discussion included in report associated with sub-task A). 

Total Cost: $30,900.00 

SoutiJ Amelia Island Shore Stabilization Project 
Phase I Marine Geotechnical Reid lnvestigatkm 
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Figure 2 Compilation of "vailable g<.XJtoohnicai dl!l3, Wld predicted buried chanuel location~ from lhe 
geologic mQdel of FGS/Phclps. Areas in green rcprescot "A&B'' shoals identilied in the ICONS study. 
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